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The Art of Moana is the latest title in our exceptional series showcasing artwork from the
creation of Walt Disney Animations' latest releases. Three thousand years ago, the greatest
sailors in the world ventured across the Pacific, discovering the many islands of Oceania. But
then, for a millennium, their voyages stopped—and no one today knows why. From Walt Disney
Animation Studios, Moana is a CG-animated adventure about a spirited teenager who sails out
on a daring mission to prove herself a master wayfinder and fulfill her ancestors' unfinished
quest. During her journey, Moana meets the once-mighty demi-god Maui and together they
traverse the open ocean on an action-packed adventure, encountering enormous fiery creatures
and impossible odds. The stunning artwork in this behind-the-scenes book includes character
designs, storyboards, colorscripts, and much more.

"This movie is simply beautiful and the book is a perfect companion to the film."-
MediaMikes"This movie is simply beautiful and the book is a perfect companion to the film."-
MediaMikes"Adults will enjoy 'The Art of Moana,' a coffee-table book filled with sketches and
artwork, along with tips about the characters, the making of the film, and the history...The book is
colorful as well as informative. It's definitely something fans of animation and especially fans of
this film will want to have. This is filled with amazing pictures to embrace the beauty of the
location and the cuteness of all the characters."--Daily Herald"Adults will enjoy 'The Art of
Moana,' a coffee-table book filled with sketches and artwork, along with tips about the
characters, the making of the film, and the history...The book is colorful as well as informative.
It's definitely something fans of animation and especially fans of this film will want to have. This is
filled with amazing pictures to embrace the beauty of the location and the cuteness of all the
characters."--Daily Herald"This book from Jessica Julius and Maggie Malone...takes you behind
the scenes of the film's production by focusing on the lavish visual creativity of the production."-
The Den of Geek"This book from Jessica Julius and Maggie Malone...takes you behind the
scenes of the film's production by focusing on the lavish visual creativity of the production."-The
Den of Geek"The Art of Moana offers an incredible breakdown on the creative process for the
major characters and locations viewers have fallen in love with. Readers will enjoy character
sketches showing the evolution of Moana herself, as well as variations on her necklace - which
is key to the story... No matter which character or location is your fave, you'll find an unparalleled
behind-the-scenes look at its development in this book."-Fangirlish"The Art of Moana offers an
incredible breakdown on the creative process for the major characters and locations viewers
have fallen in love with. Readers will enjoy character sketches showing the evolution of Moana
herself, as well as variations on her necklace - which is key to the story... No matter which
character or location is your fave, you'll find an unparalleled behind-the-scenes look at its



development in this book."-Fangirlish"If you enjoyed the film and you want to dig into some of the
culture behind it and what went into creating the movie, this book is a great way to do that."-
GeekDad"If you enjoyed the film and you want to dig into some of the culture behind it and what
went into creating the movie, this book is a great way to do that."-GeekDadAbout the
AuthorMaggie Malone is head of creative affairs at Walt Disney Animation Studios. She lives in
Los Angeles.Jessica Julius is senior creative executive at Walt Disney Animation Studios. She is
the author of The Art of Zootopia, as well as several children's books. She lives in Los
Angeles.John Lasseter is a two-time Academy Award®–winning director, chief creative officer at
Walt Disney and Pixar Animation Studios, and principal creative officer at Walt Disney
Imagineering.John Musker, director of Moana, began at Walt Disney Animation Studios in 1977
and collaborated with Ron Clements on several award-winning, acclaimed features, including
The Little Mermaid, Aladdin, and The Princess and the Frog.Ron Clements, director of Moana,
started his career at Walt Disney Animation Studios as an apprentice for Disney legend Frank
Thomas and went on to work on classics The Little Mermaid, Aladdin, and The Princess and the
Frog.
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Jorge, “Buen regalo. Un excelente regalo para un fan de Moana, muy lindo diseño”

MissMyAngels, “Beautiful book. I happen to love all of the Art of Disney books. I only own about
5-6 but am hoping to add more.  The illustrations and details are beautiful.  Can’t go wrong”

benjamin bannister, “A Strong New Disney "Princess". I haven't been this excited for a Disney
animated musical film since... The Lion King?— MOANA —Moana is the newest Disney
"princess" for our times. She's strong-willed, independent, and trying to save her island. Now, I
admit, I'm a little bias with this film. I'm from Hawai'i and by association, Polynesia. This movie is
based on Polynesian culture and myths, and Disney has created a completely new world, but
grounded to the real one. I think they did a bang up job creating new mythology appropriate for
kids and adults.— THE BOOK —This is my first (of many) Disney Art Of books. This is a
gorgeous hardcover filled with lots of conceptual designs of characters, props, and locations.
You'll see multiple character designs for major characters, ideas that could've been. There are
things like Moana's necklace or Maui's magic hook which had many different iterations. From
most of the options, I think it must have been tough to choose from for the creatives involved.The
content is well-organized; everything is laid out cleanly and evenly without being too
overwhelming or too underwhelming. The sketches and artwork are colorful and very detailed
[see photos]. The typography is top notch; there isn't much "artsy" white space. There are hardly
any screenshots of the movie in here (don't you get annoyed at the books that reiterate things
you've seen?). A majority of what's in here hasn't been seen before so it's like discovering a
whole new world of Moana.— SUMMARY  —This is a beautiful Art Of book to look at or to find
inspiration in and would make a great addition to your home library. Recommended.”

Heather Booth, “Beautiful and Inspiring. Moana is now my favorite Disney movie, by far. I fell in
love with the water animation (and the music, and Maui, etc, etc) immediately and I was thrilled
to find this book to give my daughter who loves to draw video game characters. I read the book
from cover to cover and enjoyed it. If you are looking for photos from the movie, you might be
disappointed here. This book is more about the process that occurred before the movie was
made with lots and lots of pictures of the concept art drawings that were made ibefore the final
art was chosen. It was interesting to see these and in almost all cases to feel that the had
chosen the best one in the end.There was also information about how a team visited Fiji, Bora
Bora, Tahiti, and Samoa and met with elders and learned about wayfinding, boatbuilding, village
life, etc. I enjoyed this and also the information about technical animation/computing challenges
that had to be solved in order to make it as beautiful as it was. Don't worry - they didn't go into
much technical detail.It's a beautiful book and it's inspiring and interesting to see a little bit about
how the movie was made. They have similar books about the art of other Disney movies, like
Tangled, but I think Moana is the most interesting because of the cultural authenticity and the



exceptionally gorgeous nature art.”

ZFraser, “Nice imagery, but book may come bruised. Content of book is what I expected. Nice
imagery.The book cover did come brusied(slight tears), with some folds.The cover of the book,
the actual corners came bruised as well.”

E. Lin, “Great value and purchase. Incredible photos and quality. Purchased for my son who
loves this movie but I am enjoying it myself. An amazing and beautiful book to compliment any
coffee table and library. Great seller.”

S, “A Quality and Beautifully made Book. This book is beautiful and well put together. We love
Moana and this book gives additional insight into the making of this amazingly beautiful movie.
The book is heavy, well bound, uses quality paper and one for the library. The art designs are so
cool and this book will take time to read. There’s a lot of writing in here.I’m now going to
purchase some other titles now.Enjoy.”

Elizabeth A Peterson, “Beautiful and inspiring!. Beautiful book! Moana is made with amazing
detail, but you won’t really realize that until you read this. From the shape of the trees to the
different clothing, there’s something fascinating and inspiring to see in here. I especially love to
see how the opinions of the Polynesian people helped guide the movie in making important
decisions, both storyline and visually. If you’re an aspiring artist, designer, or animator and love
movies, definitely check this book out.”

Lino, “Worth it!. There are a lot of concept characters design and explanations about the choices
they made. Awesome!”

AnnieK, “Gorgeous to look at!. In a previous review I posted about the BluRay after seeing the
film at the cinema, Then I saw this book. Always been interested in concept art and this book is a
revelation.A lot of research went into this film and it shows. The pictures and sketches of the
characters and the lay outs are truly amazing. If you loved the movie you will like this”

Birthday Hangman, “Great book from Disney as usual. Great book from Disney as usual. Full of
art work rendered in beautiful colour. Covers all aspects of the amazing film and reveals a lot of
behind the scenes information and is presented very interestingly.”

Gary B., “Fantastic book? Fab price. Beautiful book, such great illustrations”

Ashton, “Beautiful artwork. Perfect book for any Moana, Disney or animation fan. Tells all about
the research that went into making the movie, and the making of it. Features beautiful concept
art and animation sketches that you will wish you could hang on your wall. A must have.”



The book by Joseph B. Sanchez has a rating of 5 out of 4.9. 767 people have provided
feedback.



Language: English
Hardcover: 160 pages
Item Weight: 2.6 pounds
Dimensions: 11.3 x 0.75 x 9.4 inches
Paperback: 144 pages
Mass Market Paperback: 400 pages
Reading age: 12 years and up
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